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Scope Note This Condition Report is in response to specification outlined in WDNR PUB-LE-3172016, “A Guideline for Creating Local Boating Ordinances and Placing Waterway Markers in Wisconsin
Waters”. As stated in PUB-LE-317-2016 (p7), “The Condition Report is an integral document to identify
the need and justification for the ordinance.” Information contained in this report is deemed to be
accurate and complete as of December 2020.

Introduction
Recreational equipment manufacturers continue to innovate and work to sustain market
demand for fun and exciting water sports. Over time, we have seen the evolution of hull
designs matched to the needs of sport fishermen, the development of large powerful motors that
enable high-speed water skiing and tubing, and the development of water-jet propulsion that
spawned the popularity of personal-water craft.
Today, we continue to see a gain in popularity in boats that generate large wakes on
which board-riders can be towed or surf and these boats are being launched in increasing
numbers. These boats are designed or equipped to displace large volumes of water and induce
large drag which produces a wake that is three or more feet high a short distance behind the
boat. Normally powered by large motors the wakes are maximized by operating at relatively
slow speeds in a bow-high configuration; boats do not transition to a plane (atop the water), but
rather continue to displace and plow through the water.
Residents owning lakeshore property and others who engage in recreational activities on
regional waters are increasingly concerned that the large wakes produced by “wake boats”
impair the health, safety, and welfare of the general public and are calling for appropriate
regulation. Residents of the town of Presque Isle have articulated such concerns to their Town
Board which has undertaken to establish a town ordinance that regulates the operation of “wake
boats” in a manner that is both within the Town’s statutory authorities, and is consistent with the
interests of the town.
Since the 1970s, Presque Isle has identified itself as “Wisconsin’s Last Wilderness”. It is
a classic “Northwoods” community located in forested lands which surround magnificent lakes
and remote, pristine water bodies. For decades, Presque Isle citizens have taken a very active
stance to understand and protect
the rich, complex attributes that
make their local lakes and
waterways a wonderful and valued
resource. In 1959, Presque Isle
established the first zoning
regulations in Vilas County,
restricting the size of waterfront
development to lots of 200’ of
shoreline. Presque Isle residents
are very active and supportive of
management strategies that
preserve the rich biological
diversity of their fisheries and
waterways, to include ensuring
land-uses and shoreland
development are aligned with the
long-term health of our waterways.
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Geographic Setting
There are 70 named lakes and surface water comprises approximately 19% of
the surface area of the Town of Presque Isle.1 2 (See Appendix 1)
History and Lake Morphology Presque Isle’s lakes are remnants of the ice
sheets that repeatedly advanced over northern Wisconsin until about 10,000 years ago.
As the massive ice sheets receded, huge volumes of melting waters sculpted the
quantities of material that had been ground up and transported by the glaciers, resulting
in a an extraordinarily varied landscape. Blocks of stagnant remnant ice surrounded by
glacial debris eventually melted, resulting in lakes, ponds, and swampy lowlands which
dot our landscape. These water bodies come in all shapes, depths, and sizes.

1955 USGS Topographic maps highlight the irregularlarity of lakes and drainage in Presque Isle

1

Listing derived from data furnished by Vilas County Mapping Department and data available from
WDNR “Find a Lake” database. Compiled in October 2020.
2
Soil Survey of Vilas County, Wisconsin; US Dept of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1988, pp167
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Lake Geometry Whereas a simplified notion of a lake
Size of Lakes (County GIS)
might take the form of round bowl with increasing depth
> 1000 acres
as one moves from the shore to greatest depth at the
500-999 acres
center, in fact, Presque Isle lakes are extremely
250-499 acres
variable. Lakes assume highly irregular shapes, often
with multiple bays, sometimes connected with relatively
100-249 acres
narrow channels. Many of these lakes have shallows
50-100 acres
and rock-bars far from
20 - 49 acres
Max Depth of Lakes (DNR WBIC) shore and the
5 - 19 acres
> 100’
1
structure and
< 5 acres
variability of lake
50-99’
12
bottoms is a central
30-49’
37
component of the rich fishery that is treasured by
15-29’
60
residents and visitors. (See Appendix 2 for details on
5-14’
39
lake depths and Appendix 3 for long dimension (fetch)
< 5’
15
of largest Presque Isle lakes.)

Multiple bays, channels, shallows, and islands give Crab Lake its complex geometry. It is typical
3
of Presque Isle lakes.
3

Presque Isle Wilderness Waters Program, Aquatic Plant Management Plan – Crab Lake, December
2015. Prepared by White Water Associates, Inc. as product of WDNR Lake Planning Grant.
https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801599 – accessed 13Oct2020.
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Community Posture
Residents of the Town of Presque Isle are actively engaged in monitoring and
protecting the water resources which they recognize as a critical resource to the
community. The description of Presque Isle’s Town Lakes Committee outlines the effort
devoted to rigorously understand and protect local lakes.
“The Presque Isle Town Board created the Presque Isle Town Lakes Committee
(PITLC) as a subcommittee of the Town Board in 2005. PITLC is tasked as the
town’s experts in dealing with Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) when found in our
town’s lakes. PITLC is a volunteer committee made up primarily of
representatives from the lake associations within Presque Isle. Anyone from the
public is welcome to attend monthly PITLC meetings….
“In order to reduce the time between the discovery of AIS in a lake and the
beginning of treatment, PITLC applies for DNR Lake Study Grants in order to
research and document the aquatic plants currently in our lakes. The grants
utilize a required DNR methodology to research and document lake plants and
shoreline structure.
“Since 2006, PITLC has studied 31 lakes and 2 rivers in Presque Isle as part of
the DNR Lake Study Grant program. All water bodies have been studied at least
once and many more than once. The main deliverable from each study is a DNR
approved report outlining the study process and findings….
“The following table (Appendix 4) lists each Presque Isle lake or river and the
reports from each grant. The table lists the grant year and the date the report
was published. The whole process of grant award, survey work, data analysis,
report draft, DNR review, and final publication is a multi-year effort…
In 2019, under the sponsorship of the Town Lakes Committee, Presque Isle
published its Wilderness Waters Adaptive Management Plan. This plan looks to move
beyond individual lake-by-lake studies, to systematically integrate lake monitoring and
management efforts into a single program.4
In addition to the Lake Study Grant program, many Presque Isle citizens
participate in the DNR sponsored Citizen Lake Monitoring network. Citizens collect and
submit various measurements about their lakes, generating data sets that support
analysis and research, assessments, trending and alerting, etc. Citizens collect data
such as water clarity readings, dissolved oxygen measurement, temperature
measurements, lake-water chemistry analysis, aquatic and terrestrial plant monitoring,
and water-level fluctuation measurement.
In the summer of 2020 the Presque Isle Town Lakes Committee disseminated a
survey through the member lake associations to gauge local opinion about the use of
wake enhancing boats on our lakes. The results of this survey are described below in
the section titled Public Sentiment.
4

https://dnrx.wisconsin.gov/swims/downloadDocument.do?id=214318515
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Conditions Meriting Regulation
Adverse impacts on the shallow-water environment, lake health, and water quality
Water Quality: rapid, irregular, high-energy flows at the shoreline mobilize particles
and material with adverse impacts.
 disturbance can introduce nutrients such as phosphorus into the water column
prompting rapid growth of harmful bacteria and algae
 disturbance can also remove nutrients from the lake bottom sediments where
they are essential for growth of aquatic plants and organisms that sustain the base
of the food chain.5
Water Clarity: rapid, irregular, high-energy flows can increase turbidity and
decrease water clarity in waters up to 16 feet deep.
 watercraft propulsion systems can churn up bottom sediment -- reducing light
penetration, the ability of fish to uptake oxygen, decrease dissolved oxygen and
increase surface water temperatures.6 7
Aquatic Plant Communities (Macrophytes): rapid, irregular, high-energy flows at the
shoreline mobilize particles and material resulting in accelerated erosion and
scouring of the shoreline environment damaging plants and/or the lake bottom in
which they are rooted.
 aquatic plants are vital to lake ecosystems. They provide habitat for fish and
wildlife, they stabilize bottom sediments and shorelines, and they cycle nutrients and
provide food for many species.
 aquatic plant growth is affected by light availability, nutrient availability, wave
action, sediment composition, and water level and temperature; most of which can
be adversely affected by high-energy waves reaching the near-shore environment. 8 9
Aquatic Fauna: large waves from motorized watercraft can impact aquatic fauna
(such as fish, birds, amphibians, eggs, larva, insects, etc) and other organisms
(algae, bacteria, single-cell microorganism, etc) through direct contact or indirectly
by disturbing habitat, food resources, increasing turbidity, and disrupting spawning,
nesting or other reproductive-cycle functions.
 aquatic fauna are an essential and highly valued element of lake ecosystems.
Species diversity and abundance are critical indicators of lake health. 10
Shoreline Erosion: Erosion is a naturally occurring process that is exacerbated by
large waves. Rates of erosion depend on multiple factors which include geological
5

Impacts of Motorized Watercraft in New Hampsire’s Lakes and Ponds, Special Topic 2010, New
Hampsire Dept of Environmental Services (DES). p D-2
6
ibid. p D-1
7
Impact of Navigation in Milieu Lacustre (from French); PhD thesis Raymond Sebastien, Universit Laval,
Quebec, 2015. pp 20, 29,
8
New Hampsire DES, Special Topic 2010. p D-3
9
The Effects of Motorized Watercraft on Aquatic Ecosystems, Timothy R. Asplund, WDNR Bureau of
Integrated Science Services & UW-Madison Water Chemistry Program, March 17, 2000. pp 9-11.
10
New Hampshire DES, Special Topic 2010. p D-4
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composition, watershed slopes and rates of runoff, water levels, shoreline currents,
lake fetch, wind action, and vegetative buffers.
 large waves from motorized watercraft can increase erosion whenever they
expose shorelines to quantities of wave energy that exceed the energy created by
natural processes (wind waves, currents, ice heave, etc)
 rapid, irregular, high-energy flows at the shoreline mobilize particles and material
resulting in accelerated erosion and scouring of the shoreline environment; banks
can be destabilized, sedimentation increased, vegetative buffers destroyed, and
nutrient levels and water clarity disrupted.11
Adverse impacts on the property and recreational interests of the public
Erosion and degradation of the shoreline environment: While susceptibility of a
shoreline to damage and/or erosion is dependent on multiple factors, examples of
damage and erosion are broadly reported wherever wake sport boats are operated
on inland lakes and waters not subject to high levels of wind wave energy. Physical
degradation of the shoreline has a direct impact on property values and the wellbeing of residents, property owners, and those who recreate on our shared waters.
Threats to the personal safety of boaters, swimmers, and persons in the shallowwater environment:
 an industry-sponsored scientific study reported that the wave energy impacting a
shoreline 210’ from single pass of a wake boat being operated in wake-surfing
configuration was equal to the wave energy impacting a shoreline from wind-driven
waves blowing at 20 mph over a one-mile stretch of open water over a minute.
Boaters, swimmers and persons recreating in shallow waters avoid the rough
conditions of 20 mph windy days, yet they can be suddenly subjected to waves
equal to, or in excess of, a 20 mph blow when a wake boat passes. 12
 numerous reports of capsize, swamping, swimmers being knocked over, etc.
have been recorded in our survey of Presque Isle residents and other sources. 13 14
 local reporting from a resident who coaches dragon boat paddling teams based
in Minocqua describes that on the popular waters of the Minocqua chain all paddle
boarders, canoes, kayaks and even the larger dragon boats are forced off the lake
for their own safety when wake sport boats are operating.
Threats to property and recreational equipment in the shallow-water environment:
 Hazardous wave energy can impact piers, docks, rafts, moored boats, and
fishing, boating or other recreational equipment in the shallow-water environment.
When subjected to unusually large and sudden inputs of wave energy these fixtures
can be damaged, destroyed, or washed away from the riparian properties of their
owners.
11

ibid. p D-3
C.A. Goudey & Associates, Characterization of Wake-Sport Wakes and their Potential Impact on
Shorelines, Nov 2015, pp23-24.. https://www.wsia.net/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/WSIA_draft_report_Rev_II.pdf
13
Water Safety Council targets dangerous wakes at SML,” Smith Mountain Eagle, Aug 10, 2017
14
SafeWakes for Minnesota Lakes, news and media reporting website. https://www.safewakes.org/news
12
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Disruption of the natural setting and enjoyment by persons recreating on the public
waters
Risk of introduction or spread of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
The quality and nature of Presque Isle’s lakes is one of the town’s core assets.
These waters are nearly pristine and AIS are present in very few of the town’s lakes.
Many boats designed for wake sport recreation have internal ballast tanks (or related
equipment) which are filled with water after launch to increase displacement and wave
height. After wake sport use, water in ballast tanks is emptied (though never completely
emptied to dry) back into the lake. Any boat transported between lakes risks movement
and introduction of AIS between water bodies through this routine filling and emptying of
ballast tanks.
Behavior of Waves
The creation of waves in lakes and oceans
requires the input of energy from wind, seismic activity
or watercraft. That energy is then carried forward by
waves. For watercraft, a v-shaped series of waves is
generated by the wake that is created as the bow
pushes water forward and to the side (“out of the way”)
of the hull.15 By increasing the displacement of the
boat, using hull forms (or other devices), and equipped
with very powerful engines, recreational wake sport boats impart very large quantities of
energy and induce a singularly large wave immediately behind the boat.
 The power of waves increases with the square (x2) of their amplitude (height) and
the square of their frequency (number of waves per minute)
o two times the wave height requires four times the energy
o three times the wave height requires nine times the energy
o this property is true for both waves generated by ships or boats and for waves
generated by wind blowing across the open surface of a water body.
 Water is not easily compressed and the energy from any source takes the form
of a series of waves which travel (“persist”) through the body of water.
o waves from storms in the open ocean travel for thousands of miles without
totally decaying until they reach shore
o on inland lakes, much of the wave energy is only dissipated when waves
reach shallow water and shoal or break.
 The height of waves decreases with distance behind the boat but the number of
waves (frequency) increases and total energy is conserved. Much of the energy
imparted by a boat will be expended on the shore and lake sediments
15

Understanding Boat Wakes, webpage ePhysics
http://d1068036.site.myhosting.com/ePhysics.f/labVII_2.html, viewed 25 Nov 2020
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o Wave height alone does not represent the total power, because power also
increases with wave frequency
o A decrease in wave height is not necessarily a decrease in erosive energy,
because the largest wave may be transferring its energy to adjacent waves. 16
While a significant portion of the energy applied by a recreational wake-inducing
boat is diffused when the initial wave curls and breaks behind the boat, much of the
energy continues to travel through the fluid medium until it is disturbed. In inland lakes
this occurs when the waves encounter shallower waters.
 “As waves travel from deep to shallow water, their shape alters (wave height
increases, speed decreases, and length decreases as wave orbits become
asymmetrical). This process is called shoaling.”17
 “As the water becomes shallower, the swell
becomes higher and steeper, ultimately assuming the
familiar sharp-crested wave shape. After the wave
breaks, it becomes a wave of translation and erosion
of the ocean (sic) bottom intensifies”18
 In the shallows, the wave energy results in highly
turbulent, rapid, and irregular flows, concentrating energy on all materials or objects
present
 Wave energy from some recreational wake-inducing boats is significant to depths
of 16 feet 19
o Disruption of material and organisms can occur in all waters up to such
depths when exposed to this wave energy.
Findings of a study sponsored by the Water Sports Industry Association (WSIA)
In 2015, a major industry and trade association (WSIA) sponsored a scientific study
that evaluated wave energy associated with wake sport equipment.20 21 This study
compiled detailed measurements of wave heights generated by a wake sport boat
operating in a variety of conditions, the decay of the height and the frequency of waves
16

Formulas for Boat Wakes, webpage http://boatwakes.homestead.com/files/form.htm, viewed 25 Nov
2020. Cites Lawrence Doctors, "Wave Generation of High-Speed Ships," August 2002, Australian Naval
Architect 6(3):27-33
17
Science of waves, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_wave#Science_of_waves, viewed 25
Nov 2020
18
Waves and shallow water, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waves_and_shallow_water, viewed
25 Nov 2020
19
Impact of Navigation in Milieu Lacustre (from French); PhD thesis Raymond Sebastien, Universit Laval,
Quebec, 2015. pp20, 29,
20
C.A. Goudey & Associates, Characterization of Wake-Sport Wakes and their Potential Impact on
Shorelines, Nov 2015, pp35. https://www.wsia.net/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/WSIA_draft_report_Rev_II.pdf
21
C.A. Goudey & Associates, Wake Sport Wave Energy Study – A report on methods, findings, and
recommendations. 03/02/2020, pp30. http://www.wsia.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/WSIAWave_Energy_Study_Summary.pdf
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away from the boat, and evaluated the impact of water depth on wave behavior. It also
used calculated wave energy from wind-driven waves to match the observed waves
from the wake sport boat to assess impact on shorelines. This study reached the
following conclusions:22
 “In our tests, waves were shown to lose height and energy rapidly if they are
large such as those formed during wakesurfing. This is due to a sudden energy loss,
as it first breaks close behind the boat. In deep water subsequent reductions in wave
height are due to continued decomposing into more waves. Once the wake reached
shallow water, energy becomes dissipated due to bottom friction. As depths become
shallower closer to shore, wave velocities decrease and, as a result, waves become
steeper and slightly higher and can break even prior to reaching the shoreline.”
 “Through this combination of factors (the initial wake breaking behind the boat,
bottom friction, and shoal-water breaking) the energy of a wake is dissipated over
time and distance. In shallow water, dissipation due to bottom friction becomes a
more significant factor.”
 “Distance from shore has an important effect on the amount of wake energy that
reaches the shoreline. The significance of waves coming ashore depends on the
nature of the shoreline. Those shorelines that routinely experience wind-driven
waves are clearly more tolerant of wakes from all types of boating activity. By
comparing boat-wave energy with the energy of wind waves associated with various
combinations of wind speed and fetch distance, equivalent recurrence intervals can
be determined, i.e. the frequency of wake events that would equal a specified wind
condition. Because wind waves are persistent, in many settings they represent a
more significant source of shoreline impact than boat wakes.”
Discussion:
 The WISA sponsored study only measured waves to a depth of 2 feet of water.
As discussed in their Conclusions, at near-shore depths waves rapidly decay and
energy is dissipated due to friction with the lake bottom and any material or
organisms present.
o The shallow near-shore environment that extends up to the ordinary highwater mark is the zone most vulnerable to the impact of high energy waves. This
same zone is central to the ecosystem upon which all lake organisms depend,
water-quality, and the overall health of the water body.
 The WISA sponsored study compared the height of waves from their wake-sport
boat with heights of wind-driven waves to establish what wind conditions produce
similar wave conditions.
o Their findings indicate that a single wake-sport boat pass can be measured
as imparting 821 joules/min at a distance of 210’ from the boat while wind-blow
waves generated by 20 mph winds over a one mile fetch have 790 joules/min. 23
This appears to establish that one wake-boat pass generates an amount of
22
23

C.A. Gouday & Associated, 2015, p25
C.A. Gouday & Associates, 2015, pp23-24.
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energy that is comparable to that imparted on the downwind shore from a full
minute’s waves in a healthy blow.


In the context of the lakes in Presque Isle, Wisconsin:
o Lakes in Presque Isle are relatively small and the wind-driven waves, and the
energy our shorelines are subjected to, are well below the norms cited in the
study
o The longest fetches on Presque Isle lakes are the directions of the greatest
wind-wave energy. These long fetches are also the preferred runs for wake sport
boats; hence the wave energy they create is directed at portions of the shore that
are not subjected to the highest levels of wave action [approx 39 degrees off the
direction of the boat’s travel]
o Wave energy transmitted to the near-shore environment by wake-sport boats
is comparable to waves experienced in a 20 mph blow. Such conditions are
considered very rough and are avoided by recreational boaters, paddlers,
swimmers, and fishermen, yet these wave conditions are what are experienced
by these recreational water users when they encounter wake-sport boat waves.



The WISA sponsored study states:
o “If a shoreline does not experience wind or if it is narrow in the prevailing wind
direction, then it may not experience much energy from wind waves and might
benefit from being designated a no-wake zone.”24



Using the criterion used in the industry association study, these conditions apply
to nearly all shorelines in the town of Presque Isle allowing one to suggest that
the WISA’s experts would recommend Presque Isle lakes be designated as
no-wake zones and that wake sport boats should not be operated in a
manner that induces or generates large or hazardous wakes.

Public Sentiment
Members of the Presque Isle Town Board have heard concerns from residents
about adverse impacts of wake boats being operated on lakes within the township. The
Board has discussed this at Town Board meetings in the summer of 2020 and referred
these concerns to the Town Ordinance Committee. To gauge public sentiment, the
Ordinance Committee conducted a survey of town resident’s thoughts during a 24 day
period in July and August 2020. The survey was disseminated by the Town Lakes
Committee which asked member lakes associations to make the survey available to
members and owners of lakefront properties. Surveys were also received from visitors
and others who use Presque Isle lakes, but who may not be property owners or lake
association members.
Survey Results
One hundred fifty-nine individuals responded to the Ordinance Committee
survey.25 Responses were received from the following lakes or lake associations:
24

C.A. Gouday & Associates, 2020, p29
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Lakes (64)
Presque Isle Lake (22)
Oxbow Lake (15)
Armour Lake (21)
Papoose & Rosiland Lake (16)
Crab Lake (3)
Van Vliet Lake (2)
Frontier Lakes (2)
Annabelle Lake (1)
Horsehead Lake (1)
Wildcat Lake (1)
Big Lake (1)
not identified (6)

The following topics were included in the survey:
• Do you favor a Wake Boat ordinance?
• How broadly do you think opinions range regarding an ordinance?
• What lake conditions or impacts could merit regulation?
• What activity or equipment could merit regulation?
• What are arguments against regulation?
• Do you have other thoughts or opinions?
Response to the question, “Do you support a local ordinance?”
Strong Support

109

Some Support

2

No Preference

2

Some Opposition

4

Strong Opposition

18

No Reply

4
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40
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120

Response to the question, “Do you believe there is consensus amongst members of
your lake association?
Strong Conse nsus

36

Some Conse nsus

16

Broad Range of Opinions

12

S ome P ola riza tion

4

Strong Opinions Both For & Aga inst

4

No Reply

17
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20

25
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25

According to the 2010 census, Presque Isle has a population of 616. Many property owners in the
town are not residents and the seasonal population increases several fold.
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40

Response to the question, “What activity or equipment might be regulated by a local
ordinance?
Minimum Lake Size

51 cited YES

Hours of Operation

37 cited YES

Portions of Lake

44 cited YES

Proximity to Shoreline

59 cited YES

Other

28 cited Other

Responses to the question, “What are key conditions or adverse impacts that merit
regulation?” included:
• Shoreline erosion; banks & vegetation
• Increases turbidity / reduces water clarity
• Safety of others on the water (e.g. kayaking, swimming, paddle boarding, etc)
• Disruption of others’ activities (e.g. fishing, boating, enjoying the outdoors, etc)
• Disruption of wildlife (e.g. loons, aquatic vegetation, aquatic birds, fish, etc)
• Risk of introduction of AIS – via water in ballast tanks
• Damage to structures & boats
• Disrupts navigation of other boats
• Noise & music
Responses to the question, “What arguments can/will be made against regulation?”
included:
• Don’t believe claims of damage are true; “show me the facts”
• I’m entitled to my forms of enjoyment; encourage families to enjoy the
Northwoods
• Don’t threaten home values or desirability of our town by restricting freedoms
• Lakes are regulated by State of Wisconsin
• I’m a property owner; let me have my fun
• I already own the equipment & now you want to tell me I can’t use it?
• Waterskiing regulations already cover this
• Enough regulations already; work with people if you have concerns
• How do you enforce a wake boat regulation?
• Likelihood of legal challenges & expensive litigation
• Protect the rights of minorities
• Need education & good boating behavior, not regulation
Representative comments received from Presque Isle respondents are included
in Appendix 5.
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Discussion
Local Conditions
Ordinances The Town of Presque Isle has a long established history of enacting
local ordinances that are intended to sustain, preserve, and protect the water resources
that are so central to the health, safety, and well-being of local residents, property
owners, and visitors.
The Town of Presque Isle has two ordinances that regulate the operation of
watercraft that are more restrictive than regulations specified in Wisconsin Statute (s
30.50 to 30.71).
 Subchapter 501 regulates Motorboats (adopted in 1999)
o Slow-no-wake restrictions extend to 200’ of mainland shoreline
o Water-skiing is restricted to between 10:00 am and 7:00 pm
o Water-skiing is restricted to no more than two riders in tow
o Water-skier towing boats may not come within 200’ of shoreline
 Subchapter 503 regulated Personal Watercraft (adopted in 1994)
o Personal Watercraft may only be operated in a slow-no-wake manner on
lakes of less than 200 acres
o Personal Watercraft may only be operated on lakes larger than 200 acres
between 11:00 am and 4:00 pm.
The Town of Presque Isle also has an ordinance that specifies the minimum
frontage that is significantly more restrictive than the minimum frontage requirements
specified by either Vilas County or the State of Wisconsin.
 Subchapter 903 specifies that all dwellings within the shoreland district shall have
a minimum width of 200 feet of frontage (adopted in May 1959).
Enforcement The Town of Presque Isle has the position of an elected Constable
who is authorized to enforce town ordinances. Other officers of the Town of Presque
also have enforcement authorities. The Town of Presque Isle does not routinely
conduct water patrol to monitor compliance with local regulations.
 Generally enforcement actions are in response to complaints from residents and
are resolved via conversation, reminder, and/or reprimand when boaters have
returned to land
o Few citations have been issued for violations of Presque Isle watercraft
ordinances. Complaints are normally resolved through conversations, requests,
education, and neighbor-to-neighbor contact
o There have been legal challenges to citations issued by Presque Isle officials.
All of these challenges have been resolved in the town’s favor.
Opinion Statement Impacts on public health, safety, or welfare if this regulation is NOT
adopted
 residents and visitors to the Town of Presque Isle who engage in water
recreation will be subject to hazardous wave conditions, put at risk of physical harm,
and will be forced off the public waters
14

 the near-pristine lakes of Presque Isle will be subject to large, unnatural,
destructive levels of wave energy which will irreparably change the quality of these
waters and the living organisms that inhabit them
 the sport fishery so valued and enjoyed by residents and visitors for over 100
years will be adversely impacted as water quality and habitat are irreparably
degraded
 the peace and the natural setting that is so valued by Presque Isle residents and
which attracts visitors will be degraded, adversely impacting quality of life and the
attractiveness and value of the lands and well being of persons who live and
frequent the town
 tension and discord between opposing interests (wake sport enthusiasts and
those impacted by hazardous wakes) will persist, straining local officials and town
leaders and broadly putting at risk public health, safety, or welfare
 the unique character of Presque Isle as an unspoiled wilderness with abundant
pristine waters and a wild, fascinating landscape will be irreparably degraded;
rendering the town more like popular tourist destinations elsewhere in the state
where attractions are more focused on rides, amusements, and commercial
entertainments
 the risk of introduction and spread of AIS throughout the pristine waters of
Presque Isle will be increased.
Responses to questions furnished by Boating Administrator, Bureau of Law
Enforcement, WDNR (received on 07/07/2020)
1. What is the goal of the regulation?
The goal of this regulation is to protect and preserve the public health, safety and
welfare, and preserve the extraordinary natural resource that is the lakes of the
town of Presque Isle.
 The town of Presque Isle has 70 named lakes which are nearly pristine
bodies of water and are central to the character and economic vitality of the
community.
 Operation of boats in a manner that produces large hazardous wakes results
in 1) damage to the physical and natural environment, and 2) threats to the
safety and well-being of persons engaged in water recreation, that are
significantly exceed the damage or threats from operation of other types of
boats.
 By prohibiting the operation of boats or use of equipment in a manner that
produces large hazardous wakes, this ordinance will prevent permanent
damage and protect and sustain the safety and enjoyment of persons
recreating on these wonderful natural resources.
2. Why is this a reasonable and rational purpose?
While it is clear that persons who have access to boats designed or equipped to
produce hazardous wakes enjoy their recreation use, it is not reasonable or
rational that their enjoyment should be at the expense of lasting damage to the
public’s water bodies and risks of damage to persons and property. The Town of
Presque Isle contends that the exercise of a right by one party can not
reasonably outweigh the various rights and interests of all other parties.
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3. How will the regulation accomplish the goal?
This regulation will prevent lasting damage to the natural environment and
ensure the health, safety and welfare of the public by prohibiting the operation of
boats or use of equipment in a manner that produces hazardous wakes on the
lakes within the town of Presque Isle.
 Under this regulation boats capable of producing hazardous wakes may
operate on the lakes within the town of Presque Isle, as long as they are not
operated in a manner which produces hazardous wakes.
o Large, very-high horsepower boats equipped with configurable
ballast or other equipment can be operated as standard
motorboats, towing skiers, tubers, boarders, etc at high speed -- as
long as they do not operate in a manner or employ equipment that
induces large hazardous wakes.
4. Is a type of boat reasonably singled out?
No. This regulation does not single out a type of boat. In fact, various types of
boats have equipment or can be operated so-as to produce large hazardous
wakes. This regulation permits operation of all types of boats, as long as they
are not operated in a manner that produces large hazardous wakes.
a. What are the substantial distinctions between this type of boat and every other type
of boat?
Some boats are specifically designed and marketed for their ability to create very
large wakes. Other boats can be equipped with features that when activated or
deployed create very large wakes. The distinction all of these boats share is that
they are equipped so-as to enable operation in a manner that creates large
hazardous wakes.
Other types of boats can create large wakes. Large wakes can be created by a
standard fishing boat with a very large outboard motor, a large displacement
pontoon boat with a high horsepower motor, or a heavy traditional water ski tow
boat. But under normal operations these other types of boats plane atop the
water, do not plow through the water, and do not create large hazardous wakes
whose energy is not dissipated before reaching shore and impacting the lake
waters to significant depths.
b. Do these distinctions reasonably suggest substantially different regulations for this
type of boat?
This regulation does not focus on any type of boat. It only focuses on how a
(any) boat is operated.
c. Are there any other types of boats which do, or could potentially, cause the same
problem(s)? How are these types of boats being regulated?
This regulation does not single out any type of boat. It is intended to regulate the
operation of all types of boats or equipments on boats so-as to prevent
generation of large hazardous wakes on the lakes in the Town of Presque Isle.
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d. Does the regulation apply equally to each boat of this type? To each boat which
would potentially cause the same problem(s)?
Yes. This regulation applies to all types of boats.
5. Is the condition that causes the perceived need for the regulation only in existence
during a certain time of year or day? If so, when?
Yes. The condition exists as long as the lake is open, free of ice-cover, and can
be used by boats that displace water (vice ice-boats).
6. What are the anticipated results if this regulation is not enacted?
If not enacted the following results will occur on Presque Isle lakes where boats
are operated in a manner that creates large hazardous wakes:
 shoreline erosion
 disruption &/or destruction of shallow-water habitat for plants, fish & waterfowl
 disruption of lake-bottom material resulting in suspension, turbidity, decline in
water clarity, decline in presence of aquatic plants & organisms
 introduction of Aquatic Invasive Species from ballast tanks or other
equipments associated with inducing large hazardous wakes
 damage to equipment in and along the lakeshore; e.g. piers, moored boats,
swimming/recreational equipment, etc.
 hazardous conditions for boaters, swimmers, fishermen, persons on piers or
along shoreline
 hazardous nesting and rearing conditions for waterfowl
 disputes and disruption amongst the public recreating on or near the water
bodies.
7. Describe the public support for this regulation.
The residents of the town of Presque Isle have long
shown their concern for preserving the natural resources
they have been blessed with by enacting protective
regulations that are consistent with the authorities and
standards permitted by statute or by state or regional
regulatory entities. The town of Presque Isle proposes to
enact this regulation because the “sense of the town” is
that this regulation is appropriate and consistent with our
interests and local conditions.
Since the 1970s, Presque Isle has identified itself as
“Wisconsin’s Last Wilderness”. It is a classic
“Northwoods” community located in forested lands which
surround magnificent lakes and remote, pristine water
bodies. For decades, Presque Isle citizens have taken a
very active stance to understand and protect the rich,
complex attributes that make their local lakes and waterways a wonderful and
valued resource. In 1959, Presque Isle established the first zoning regulations in
Vilas County, restricting the size of waterfront development to lots of 200’ of
shoreline. Presque Isle residents are very active and supportive of management
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strategies that preserve the rich biological diversity of their fisheries and
waterways, to include ensuring land-uses and shoreland development are
aligned with the long-term health of our waterways.
A survey was conducted during the summer of 2020 through the Town Lakes
Committee, soliciting the level of support for regulation of members of Presque
Isle lake associations, lake property owners, and stakeholders. This survey
prompted 159 responses with approximately 6:1 respondents supporting
adoption of regulation. [Note – the population of Presque Isle was 616 at the last
(2010) US census.]
8. Describe the public opposition to this regulation.
A small number of residents &/or visitors to Presque Isle own or operate boats
specifically designed to generate large wakes and enjoy the recreational
activities associated with riding, surfing, and jumping large wakes. These
residents and a minority of other residents generally oppose introduction of any
further regulation, some arguing that educational outreach and proper operation
of these boats is sufficient remedy.
The members of the public opposing regulation are believed to be in a significant
minority.
9. Are there other less restrictive regulations that could accomplish the same goal?
No. Because of the relatively small size and highly variable morphology of the
lakes in Presque Isle there is essentially no way operation of these boats in this
manner could be safely administered. Boats creating large hazardous wakes
must operate very significant distances from both shorelines and shallow waters
to minimize damage, disturbance, and risks to public safety. Any attempt to
establish where operations would be permissible, and to educate and enforce
these extremely restrictive area(s) would be next to impossible.
10. Have other types of regulations been tried? If so, what were the regulations and
what was the outcome?
In 2009 the City of Mequon and the Town of Thiensville (Wisconsin) adopted
language in their code of ordinances (Chapter 90 – Waterways) that prohibited
equipment “used to cause a boat to operate in a bow-high manner or to increase
or enhance a boat’s wake”. This ordinance is believed to be in effect and is
believed to be effective. While the objective of the Mequon ordinance is similar
to what Presque Isle proposes, Mequon elected to prohibit equipment on waters
under their jurisdiction, where-as Presque Isle would take a more lenient posture
by permitting boats so equipped to operated on our waters, but not permit them
to be used in a manner that causes the large hazardous wakes.
In November 2018 the Town of Bass Lake, Sawyer County (Wisconsin) enacted
an ordinance (No 2018-10-08) that restricts operation of a motorboat in a manner
to enhance an elevated wake (defined as in excess of 24 inches) for over 50 feet
in length closer than 700 feet from any shoreline, dock, pier, raft or other
restricted area. Prohibited operation is described as applying to wake
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enhancement watercraft or operation at transition speed. The Town of Bass
Lake contains two lakes (Grindstone Lake & Lac Courte Oreilles) that are
sufficiently large that by restricting the operating area of wake sport boats to
distances greater than 700 feet from shore they are able to provide a tolerable
buffer to the most damaging impacts of high energy waves on the physical and
recreational environments. These two lakes are significantly larger than the
lakes in the town of Presque Isle and have simpler lake geometry and expanses
of open water. We have not aware of the outcome(s) from enactment of this
ordinance.
Other jurisdictions across the nation have proposed or are investigating
establishment of regulations that would mitigate the dangers and damage from
operation of these boats, but few others appear to have been adopted.
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Appendix 1. List of Lakes in Presque Isle Township

Presque Isle Lakes (164) - from DNR on-line database (Find a Lake)

LAKE NAME
(*) lake is partially in
adjacent town

Ambleside Lake

Waterbody
ID Code
(WBIC)

Size
(acres)

Max
Depth
(feet)

2754100

19

29'

194

Official
Mean
Depth

Lake
Type

Water
Clarity

Trophic
State (last

Moderate

Eutrophic

Seepage

30'

12 feet

Drainage

34

77'

18 feet

Seepage

328

56'

26 feet

Latitude

Longitude

46.19845090

-89.73517440

46.21590080

-89.68316540

46.174336

-89.78641110

46.22117570

-89.71955640

reported)

Annabelle Lake

2953800

Anne Lake

1832200

Armour Lake

2953200

Averill Lake

2956700

68

5'

Drainage

46.20453110

-89.76284730

Bambi Lake

1832600

7

19'

Seepage

46.161489

-89.55567320

Basin Lake

2955300

7

6'

Spring

46.25075550

-89.67342970

Battine Lake

2755300

36

44'

Seepage

46.21725520

-89.64568710

Beaver Lake

971000

8

12'

Seepage

45.95468560

-89.44039020

46.16871210

-89.68037590

46.20925440

-89.69159790

46.17963380

-89.752129

Bear Lake

2335400

76

Belle Lake

2955700

Big Hurst Lake

2756000

Big Kitten Lake

Mesotrophic
Eutrophic

Drainage

33'

Spring

57

30'

Seepage

47

44'

2336700

50

22'

Big Lake (*)

2334700

827

61'

Drainage

Blue Gill Lake

2336400

22

41'

Seepage

Boot Lake

2756400

31

19'

Seepage

Borden Lake

2756500

12

57'

Brown Beaver Lake

2957600

17

Buck Lake

2962100

Bug Lake

2757100

Canteen Lake

Mesotrophic
Eutrophic
Oligotrophic

Seepage

9 feet

Drainage

46.16534670

-89.621170

46.15473970

-89.76969930

46.18672960

-89.665514

46.24911930

-89.75237350

Seepage

46.188890

-89.69979180

7'

Seepage

46.26850930

-89.78308310

11

26'

Seepage

46.22215560

-89.63272020

4

28'

Seepage

46.22509590

-89.65072760

2954200

23

27'

Seepage

Carlin Lake

2757900

155

36'

Seepage

Cathaline Lake

2758200

36

44'

Seepage

Crab Lake

2953500

909

60'

22 feet

Crawford Lake

2759400

27

11'

Seepage

Doe Lake

2962200

11

37'

Seepage

Drainage

Moderate

Mesotrophic
Eutrophic

Oligotrophic
Very
Clear

Mesotrophic

46.21995110

-89.655046

46.19895870

-89.77857220

46.25001590

-89.79084480

46.19472490

-89.71943780

46.25719190

Eutrophic

-89.78827270

46.22607120

-89.63153730

Dunn Lake
Edith Lake

2960000
2961800

77
11

9'
26'

46.21179770

-89.56886070

Seepage

46.22012630

-89.61441680

Flora Lake

2336300

102

40'

Seepage

46.18083970

-89.65717770

Heart Lake

2763000

16

37'

Seepage

46.21718480

-89.74099210

Hells Kitchen Lake

2956000

11

63'

Seepage

46.18622730

-89.70267760

Spring

20

Helmet Lake

2763200

7

36'

Seepage

High Lake (*)

2344000

741

36'

Drainage

Moderate

Horsehead Lake

2953100

250

24'

Drainage

Moderate

Jamie Lake

2778600

9

12'

Jenny Lake

1856400

63

28'

Seepage

Jingwak Lake

2764840

0.42

John Lake

2764900

12

42'

Seepage

13 feet

Katinka Lake

2957000

170

60'

Drainage

Keego Lake

1857600

23

18'

Seepage

Knife Lake

2954000

26

40'

Drainage

Little Crab Lake

2955900

73

26'

Spring

Little Horsehead Lake

2953000

56

19'

Drainage

Little Hurst Lake
Little Presque Isle Lake
(*)

2766800

15

10'

Seepage

2959700

144

18'

Drainage

Lone Pine Lake

2961600

137

41'

Drainage

Lower Aimer Lake

2955000

32

24'

Drainage

Lynx Lake

2954500

307

48'

18 feet

Mabel Lake

2337600

18

22'

Seepage

McCullough Lake

2960400

221

27'

Drainage

Drainage

Mermaid Lake

2768100

61

35'

Seepage

Minonk Lake

2768500

100

27'

Seepage

Moraine Lake

2957500

90

22'

Seepage

Morton Lake

2960300

165

29'

Drainage

Mud Lake

2769500

13

41'

Seepage

Murphy Lake

2769700

85

52'

North Crab Lake

2953400

59

35'

Oxbow Lake

2954800

523

44'

19 feet

-89.649618

46.15590220

-89.54865270

46.23328710

-89.71536740

46.20342320

-89.76602040

46.188115

-89.68146970

46.25550660

-89.69597780

46.229284

-89.649078

46.20538270

-89.79261330

46.15699160

-89.74958780

46.22418040

-89.66754480

46.18338460

-89.70904340

46.24433460

-89.72119040

46.18287830

-89.755470

46.23501750

-89.606431

46.21385690

-89.61736410

46.23191570

-89.65668030

46.19928690

-89.67221640

46.19598170

-89.63077760

46.19831430

-89.57042610

46.23105390

-89.73237020

46.24814470

-89.77135210

46.277630

-89.78346770

46.18908270

-89.58017540

46.18021120

-89.60657220

46.26438460

-89.77381120

46.20671930

-89.72353770

46.24389890

-89.67919280

Mesotrophic

46.18475520

-89.80266020

Oligotropic

46.22251750

-89.78006030

46.174507

-89.57915760

46.19825170

-89.66405340

46.18287070

-89.76663690

46.16091710

-89.737070

46.18190740

-89.79016970

46.17186330

-89.71023630

46.20916270

-89.65974710

46.195819

-89.60991830

46.19979410

-89.54687010

46.18282690

-89.69264390

46.23641720

-89.75867090

Mesotrophic
Mesotrophic

Very
Clear

Oligotrophic
Mesotrophic
Mesotrophic

Mesotrophic
Eutrophic
Very
Clear

Mesotrophic
Moderate

Eutrophic
Oligotrophic
Moderate

Mesotrophic

Drainage
Drainage

15 feet

46.19677480

Drainage

Papoose Lake (*)

2328700

422

65'

Spring

Presque Isle Lake

2956500

1165

103'

Drainage

Presque Springs

2962300

3

Red Bass Lake

2954700

27

22'

Seepage

Red Lake

2772100

42

25'

Drainage

Rice Lake

1876800

9

15'

Seepage

Mesotrophic
Moderate Mesotrophic
Very
Clear
Very
Clear

Spring

Rosalind Lake

1877900

43

50'

Seepage

Round Lake

2334900

173

25'

Drainage

Rudolph Lake

2954300

84

26'

Drainage
Seepage

Russet Lake

2773000

46

27'

Sanborn Lake

2960200

243

13'

Spring

Sanford Lake

2335300

92

51'

Seepage

Spread Lake

2956400

20

4'

Spring

Oligotropic
Mesotrophic
Very
Clear

Oligotrophic
Oligotrophic
Eutrophic
Moderate Mesotrophic
Oligotropic

21

Stateline Lake (*)

2952100

205

67'

Twin Island Lake

2959300

203

15'

Unnamed

2025000

13

18'

Unnamed

2026500

12

21'

Unnamed

2036600

0.85

Unnamed

2036700

0.16

Unnamed

2036800

0.57

23'

Unnamed

2036900

12

28'

Unnamed

2037000

1

Unnamed

2037100

Unnamed

Spring

46.25688780

-89.71090950

46.22475510

-89.59240370

46.15529490

-89.72478030

46.15553430

-89.58428510

46.23948980

-89.80461120

46.23872110

-89.79882740

46.18297470

-89.72524490

46.17827240

-89.73058940

4'

46.17845240

-89.73535650

0.84

6'

46.17395630

-89.74536020

2037200

0.32

7'

46.17116590

-89.74569850

Unnamed

2037300

9

21'

46.17586370

-89.76861410

Unnamed

2037400

1

13'

46.16031220

-89.79601130

Unnamed

2037500

2

23'

46.16957840

-89.743292

Unnamed

2037600

21

33'

46.16425770

-89.76026940

Unnamed

2037700

7

8'

46.16485390

-89.722223

Unnamed

2037800

1

4'

46.16592730

-89.71872730

Unnamed

2038200

3

46.19126190

-89.62865560

Unnamed

2038300

3

4'

46.18243220

-89.61642570

Unnamed

2038400

0.7

11'

46.17963030

-89.612586

Unnamed

2038500

0.45

12'

46.18173320

-89.61887140

Unnamed

2038600

5

24'

46.17970540

-89.66955560

Unnamed

2038700

1

7'

46.18353330

-89.67018420

Unnamed

2038800

3

16'

46.17929260

-89.67503650

Unnamed

2038900

9

14'

46.17507740

-89.67496550

Unnamed

2334800

13

15'

46.16410130

-89.75273150

Unnamed

2335100

6

46.17174520

-89.68949930

Unnamed

2337000

3

10'

46.186110

-89.63366360

Unnamed

2337100

7

12'

46.18994410

-89.63270620

Unnamed

2337200

0.59

15'

46.18872950

-89.63218410

Unnamed

2337300

1

12'

46.19056160

-89.63296520

Unnamed

2337500

3

18'

46.19276510

-89.63340510

Unnamed

2777360

0.32

32'

46.230101

-89.72702430

Unnamed

2777400

12

12'

46.24244060

-89.78978740

Unnamed

2777500

6

4'

46.23882950

-89.79080520

Unnamed

2777600

1

33'

46.21633290

-89.72971450

Unnamed

2777700

3

7'

46.21767240

-89.73754050

Unnamed

2777800

0.6

27'

46.21923050

-89.74123220

Unnamed

2777900

7

11'

46.20291170

-89.68003010

Unnamed

2778000

0.37

9'

46.20899740

-89.70478950

Unnamed

2778100

3

11'

46.208488

-89.70706430

Unnamed

2778200

0.87

40'

46.20783720

-89.73091130

Unnamed

2778300

12

15'

46.21265240

-89.75153020

8 feet

Mesotrophic

Drainage

Moderate

Seepage

22

Unnamed

2778400

2

24'

Unnamed

2778450

12

31'

Unnamed

2778500

3

Unnamed

2778700

5

Unnamed

2778800

Unnamed

2778900

Unnamed

2778975

4

Unnamed

2779000

5

44'

Unnamed

2779100

0.25

Unnamed

2779200

Unnamed

46.20798570

-89.74752730

46.20302630

-89.743342

7'

46.20095310

-89.76374380

21'

46.204835

-89.77008580

4

8'

46.18946190

-89.74346920

4

14'

46.18815720

-89.74503370

46.23263060

-89.63377950

46.22866480

-89.65997950

33'

46.22731620

-89.66230810

2

30'

46.22616680

-89.66437310

2779300

3

12'

46.22728450

-89.646040

Unnamed

2779400

1

47'

46.22507630

-89.61788430

Unnamed

2779500

4

35'

46.21801160

-89.60717310

Unnamed

2779600

1

25'

46.21630450

-89.60772730

Unnamed

2779800

0.48

25'

46.21629160

-89.57955770

Unnamed

2779900

0.25

19'

46.21472320

-89.581193

Unnamed

2780000

0.31

19'

46.21245490

-89.57722090

Unnamed

2780100

0.96

21'

46.20044270

-89.64245230

Unnamed

2780200

1

18'

46.20211310

-89.644984

Unnamed

2780300

0.73

37'

46.19765250

-89.64516340

Unnamed

2780400

1

30'

46.19422460

-89.65340210

Unnamed

2780500

11

17'

46.19292930

-89.65269880

Unnamed

2780600

0.97

16'

46.190871

-89.65355840

Unnamed

2780700

2

11'

46.19263970

-89.624042

Unnamed

2780800

6

25'

46.19065340

-89.61266160

Unnamed

2781100

3

15'

46.18295110

-89.56512560

Unnamed

2781200

0.81

11'

46.17289990

-89.590087

Unnamed

2781300

3

15'

46.17811710

-89.60141220

Unnamed

2781400

4

5'

46.17824030

-89.59715760

Unnamed

2788200

5

22'

46.26243260

-89.75608560

Unnamed

2788300

1

8'

46.24781550

-89.79767310

Unnamed

2788400

8

11'

46.24778720

-89.79515060

Unnamed

2788500

0.38

46.25137650

-89.75655880

Unnamed

2788600

3

30'

46.24824440

-89.739925

Unnamed

2788700

0.53

9'

46.25275660

-89.70461240

Unnamed

2788800

0.15

9'

46.25128150

-89.70403180

Unnamed

2788900

1

10'

46.25186250

-89.70187770

Unnamed

2789700

2

18'

46.24886620

-89.66682960

Unnamed

2789800

3

33'

46.24298470

-89.65356860

Unnamed

2952800

18

46.24635430

-89.73265040

Unnamed

2957700

5

46.26504760

-89.78505340

Unnamed

2960800

21

46.20823550

-89.59963440

Unnamed

2961000

6

46.20207350

-89.60677150

5'
17'

Seepage

23

Unnamed

2961100

5

15'

46.20389590

-89.61165110

Unnamed

2961400

3

16'

46.20045160

-89.61610750

Unnamed

2961500

21

21'

46.20238270

-89.62323730

Upper Aimer Lake

2955100

34

14'

46.23709620

-89.651848

46.19308140

-89.75752670

46.17291390

-89.61694570

46.22289770

-89.62125580

Van Vliet Lake

2956800

230

20'

Wildcat Lake

2336800

293

38'

Winifred Lake

2961900

12

30'

Total Lakes Listed

Seepage
Spring

12 feet

Drainage
Seepage

Eutrophic
Moderate Mesotrophic

164
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Appendix 2. Lake Depth
Large Presque Isle lakes have very different depth profiles; two (of 17) have 58%
of the lake greater than 20’ deep while four (of 17) have less than 20% of the lake
greater than 20’.
Lake Depth
(Source: DNR/Wisc Conservation Dept Lake Survey Maps)
Lake

Max Depth

Mean Depth

Portion < 20’

Portion > 3’

Size (acres)

Annabelle

30’

12’

11%

5%

213

Anne

77’

18’

29%

6%

34

Armour

56’

26’

58%

7%

320

Bear

33’

Big

61

Crab

60’

Flora

40’

Horsehead

24’

Katinka

6’

Lynx

48’

18’

43%

6%

339

Oxbow

44’

15’

41%

11%

511

Papoose

65’

428

Presque Isle

80’

1280

Sanford

51’

88

Twin Island

15’

Van Vliet

20’

Wildcat

38’

76

22’

49%

7%

844

58%

8%

949
100

13’

4%

10%

234
172

8’

0%

17%

206
220

16%

11%

305
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Appendix 3. Length of longest straight fetch across Presque Isle lakes
Fetch – Longest Dimension of Straight Distance Across Lake
Lake

(Source: Dimensions derived using Ruler function, Google Earth)
Direction of Alignment
Fetch

Armour
Big*

(e.g. North-South or East-West)

N-S
N-S
E-W

Crab

N-S
E-W

Horsehead

N-S
E-W

Lynx
Oxbow

N-S
N-S
E-W

Papoose*

N-S
E-W

Presque Isle

N-S
E-W

Wildcat

N-S

in feet

Fetch
in miles

5,450’
6,965’
10,673’
6,929’
7,993’
4,090
5,259’
6,600’
3,868’
5,474’
4,604’
4,412’
10,698’
7,102’
4,863’

1.05 mi
1.31 mi
2.02 mi
1.31 mi
1.51 mi
0.77 mi
1.00 mi
1.25 mi
0.73 mi
1.51 mi
0.87 mi
0.84 mi
2.03 mi
1.35 mi
0.92 mi

* Big & Papoose Lakes are partially in adjacent townships of Boulder Jct and
Winchester

Appendix 3 Figure. Long fetch of 1.31 miles on Crab Lake. As on most
Presque Isle lakes wind blowing on this long fetch is affected by small
islands &/or points of land.
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Appendix 4. List of Lake Reports Issued under DNR Lake Study Grant Program
Water Body
Annabelle Lake

Grant
Year

Published

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801587

2018

Lake Report Link on the DNR website

under study

Anne Lake

2018

Armour Lake

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801877

under study

2018
Averill Lake

under study

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416815

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801590

2018
Beaver Lake

2009

under study
2014

2017
Big Lake

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106
report complete and under DNR review

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416814

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801877

2018

under study

Carlin Lake

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

Cathaline Lake

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2016

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=143653671

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416812

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801599

Crab Lake

2018
Dunn Lake

2009

under study
2014

2017
Horsehead Lake

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106
report complete and under DNR review

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801877

2018

under study

Katinka Lake

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

Little Crab Lake

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416814

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801587

2018
Little Horsehead
Lake
Little Presque Isle
Lake

under study

2006

2011

2015

2018

2009

2014

2017
Lone Pine Lake

2009
2017

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416813
https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=127308193
https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106
report complete and under DNR review

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106
report complete and under DNR review
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Lynx Lake
Mabel Lake
McCullough Lake

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2016

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=143653674

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2016

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=143653668

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

2017
Morton Lake

2009

report complete and under DNR review
2014

2017
North Crab Lake

2006

2011

2012

2015

2018
Oxbow Lake

Presque Isle Lake

report complete and under DNR review
Report link is for Crab Lake, North Crab Lake included in this
summary.
https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416812
https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801587
under study

2006

2009

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416816

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801610

2017
Papoose Lake

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

report complete and under DNR review

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2016

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=143653677

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416813

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801590

2018

under study

Red Bass Lake

2018

under study

Rice Creek

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

2015

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=127308193

2018
Round Lake
Rudolph Lake

under study

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

2015

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=127308196

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

2017
South Branch PI
River
Stateline Lake

report complete and under DNR review

2009

2014

2017

2020

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=143653665

2009

2014

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

2017
Twin Island Lake

2009

report complete and under DNR review
2014

2017
Van Vliet Lake

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106
report complete and under DNR review

2008

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/Project.aspx?project=23055724

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801590

2018
Wildcat Lake

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=31982106

under study

2006

2011

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=14416815

2012

2015

https://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/grants/project.aspx?project=71801587

2018

under study
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Appendix 5. Examples of comments received from Survey respondents:


Greater regulation may reduce tourism and/or home ownership and/or interest in coming to the
lakes. Those who favor total serenity should not single-mindedly legislate against those who want
more action and fun. (Oxbow Lake respondent)



Only allowed on large (600a+) lakes; operate in the middle of the lake is very important to minimize
damage; 300' from shore may not be enough (Armour Lake respondent)



"Rights" do not supersede environmental protection; the right to recreate must be governed when it
does damage &/or bothers other's "rights" to enjoy their property too. (Oxbow Lake respondent)



Increase the wake zone if this is a worry. If people are not harming others, or the environment, they
should be allowed to do as they please. Even though I do not own a wake boat, it is not my business
to tell people how to pursue happiness if they are not causing unintended negative consequences to
me or the environment. The noise level for wakeboarding is no different from skiing or tubing so I
can't figure out why the sport is an issue. It is my personal belief that attempts to construct rules and
regulations to protect people who feel it is their obligation to impose rules to match their definition of
happiness on others is overreach. The laughter from children enjoying skiing, tubing and
wakeboarding with their family echoing across the water is precious and should be protected. (lake
not identified)



I have lakefront property downstate on a lake with 15-20 wakeboats; they have "completely changed
the character of the lake"; with shore erosion water clarity declined from 9' to ~3'. Regulation does
require enforcement = patrols (Armour Lake respondent)



I believe there are enough restrictions on the lake already and rather than make more, if there are
those that are doing something wrong take care of them instead of regulating others that are being
responsible. (Presque Isle Lake respondent)



Enforcement and cost of the enforcement of the regulation is a concern. If it is not effectively enforced
- it just becomes a point of frustration for those wanting the regulation. Are there adequate resources
currently available to enforce the regulation or would this to be an added cost to the tax payers?
(Presque Isle Lake respondent)



On Presque Isle Lake we are not aware of current areas of great concern in regards to shoreline
erosion or wildlife danger. We feel the largest danger is to swimmers, piers, docks, boats, structures
and equipment along the shoreline. (Presque Isle Lake respondent)



Others cannot enjoy the lake when wake boats are operating except on very large lakes; My pier has
been swamped by wakes with possessions washed around & deck sections lifted off the pier; I've
seen clumps of dirt and vegetation from my shoreline floating due to boat waves; Loon are disrupted
very significantly. (Papoose Lake respondent)



The behavior of the operators of Wake Boats on the lake this summer seems to indicate they will
ignore any local ordinance without some sort of dedicated roving lake patrol to back it up. I realize I
could call the constable every time someone washes a wake over my boat while I’m out fishing. I’ve
resisted doing that, figuring the constable has better things to attend to. Wisconsin boating
regulations already specify a boat should not be used in a manner to create dangerous wakes, should
not produce engine noise in excess of 86 dBA and should not be used to harass other lake users or
wildlife. Begs the question of are Wake Boats really legal to operate on Wisconsin waters? (Oxbow
Lake respondent)



1) Ordinances will help tourism much more than they hurt it, because many tourists won't come back
if they don't feel safe, can't enjoy the water, and there are fewer fish, loons etc. 2) Property values will
drop if homeowners cannot enjoy their lake and if their shoreline, dock and boats are damaged. 3)
Note: our canoe was almost capsized by a wakeboat that was just cruising around slowly, no one was
wakeboarding or surfing behind it. The boat was so back heavy that they did not see our canoe over
the bow until I started waving my paddle high and screaming. I never saw such a big wake by a boat
moving relatively slowly. I am usually a friendly respectful person and I almost never curse, but I was
so terrified I could not help yelling and swearing at the operator. Unfortunately there will be frequent
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unfriendly encounters between wake boaters and all others on the water if nothing is done. Not a
pleasant situation for those hoping for a peaceful vacation! (Wildcat Lake respondent)


If people do not like specific boats on a lake, they should live on a lake that is smaller and does not
allow motorized vehicles. (Papoose Lake respondent)
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